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AWARD TIME - PV Grad Mrs. Peggy Hunter (left) receives Appreciation Award for contributions to PV Sports from 
Athletic Director Hoover Wright. At center, Connie Foreman presents Pan Hellenic Council trophy to Delta Sigma Theta for 1st 
place in Greek Stomp Show; and right, Judson Robinson Sr. (PV-ite) presents scholarship to PV to Houston High School senior. 
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Students Increase Voter final Examinations 
List in Waller County 
ADDESSES PARENTS -
Mrs. Iris Thomas spoke for 
her husband, Dr. A. I. 
Thomas in addressing partici­
pants in the Annual meeting 
of the Prairie View Parents 
and Guardians Association. A 
former college professor, 
Mrs. Thomas (and the 
President) are parents of 
four, including twin daugh­
ters who are PV seniors. 
Waller County has registered 
a record number of voters since 
officials in Hempstead were 
forced to stop use of a 
questionnaire for qualifying 
eligibility to vote, published 
records indicate. 
Tax Assessor-Collector Leroy 
Symm, who said he is appealing 
the judges' decision, said the 
voter rolls will be more than 
8,600 this year. The previous 
record was about 5,600 set 
during the last presidential 
election. 
Symm said the increase in 
voters is due to registration of 
about 1,100 Prairie View 
students and to substantial 
growth in other parts of the 
county. 
He said the registration will 
not necessarily be an indication 
of how many people actually 
intend to vote. 
Symm was the chief 
opponent of efforts by the state 
and federal government to 
strike down use of a special 
questionnaire to determine 
voter residency. 
A 3-judge federal panel 
ordered Symm to use only 
"tangible evidence" in denying 
the vote and to make a written 




FIRST TERM -JUNE 5-JULY 15 
SECOND TERM -- JULY 17 -AUGUST 26 
Centennial Year Goal — 
Campus Appearance to 
Be Tops, "First Rate a 
Final work on the four lane 
entrance street to the campus, 
including curbs, gutters and 
special lighting is nearing 
completion. Work on the 
attractive campus entrance 
with name, identification and 
all the works is scheduled to 
start soon, administrative 
officials announced. 
Behind all the work is 
progress and planned is what 
President A. I. Thomas calls — 
"Operation First Class!' He 
explains that the Board of 
Regents System and local 
officials are all together in their 
effort to bring the Prairie View 
campus up to First Class 
standards. 
The campus entrance has 
long been one of the weaker 
spots in our general campus 
look. This has been true down 
through history, since not too 
many years ago farm crops 
were planted across the front 
campus. Improvements in this 
area really get at the heart of 
the "Second Class" appearance 
and it can be hope put an end 
to "poor conditions" through­
out the campus. 
Construction on campus 
represents a real Centennial 
gift to Prairie View. 
May Commencement 
Exercises Set Sunday 
Final examinations get 
underway Monday, May 8 and 
will continue through Saturday, 
May 13. 
The Regular session 1977-78 
closes officially on May 27 
following a two-week faculty 
renewal program. 
The 1978 Summer Session 
begins on June 5. 
George Bush, chairman of 
the Executive Committee, First 
International Bank in Houston, 
will be the speaker at the 100th 
commencement of Prairie View 
A&M University of Texas May 
7. 
Over 750 graduates are 
expected to participate in the 
exercises. 
Bush, who recently announ­
ced his intention to run for the 
presidency in 1980, has a long 
history of high officialdom in 
politics. He was director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency 
(1976-77), chief, U.S. Liaison 
Office (1974-76), and U.S. 
Ambassador to the United 
Nations (1971-73). 
He served two terms (1968, 
1970) as congressman, 7th 
District of Texas. He was the 
first Republican congressman 
from Houston. Also, he was 
chairman of the Republican 
National Committee during 
1973-74, and chairman of the 
Harris County Republican 
Party in 1963. 
Bush was graduated from 
Yale University Phi Beta 
Kappa in 1948, with a major in 
economics. 
While a naval pilot in World 
War II, he was awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross and 
three air medals, having been 
shot down in combat. 
He and his wife, Barbara 
have four sons, one daughter, 
and two grandchildren. 
Grant of $25,836 Received 
By PV for Science Project 
The National Science Foun­
dation has awarded to Prairie 
View A&M University a grant 
in the amount of $25,836 for 
support of a "Pre-College 
Teacher Development Program 
in science Project, Dr. A. I. 
Thomas, president of the 
University announced. 
Scheduled for 18 months 
duration, the project will be 
under the direction of Dr. 
Vera R. King, professor of 
Mathematics at Prairie View. 
The Department of Mathema­
tics and office of Research and 
Special programs and coopera-
tors in the program scheduled 
to get underway in the near 
future. 
Drama Students Get Break 
In Galveston Production 
PARENTS OF THE YEAR — Pictured (from left) ere Mr. and Mrs. Homer Knighton, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Spiller, Mr. and 
Mrs. John Rucker, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thomas, Mrs. Herice Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maurice Bigsby. 
By Belinda Parker 
Two Prairie View A&M 
drama students are working in 
the dramatic production of 
"The Long Star!' a musical 
drama now playing in the 
amphitheatre in Galveston 
Island State Park. 
They are Robert Sexton a 
senior theatre arts major from 
Galveston and Valerie Sim -
mons a sophomore theatre arts 
major from New York City. 
Sexton has been selected for the 
job of spot operator, in 
technical lighting and other 
behind the scene jobs. He 
stated that he was very pleased 
and excited after receiving the 
word of being chosen for the 
position. Also this is his first 
and most important profession­
al job with a legitimate theatre 
company!' He also explained 
that the two cast members are 
under contract for their services 
with adequate salaries. 
Miss Simmon's role consists 
of dancing and singing. 
Valeria said she was very 
happy after hearing words of 
See DRAMA, Page 5 
Widened streets and lights 
are on the way. 
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Forensic Society 
Elects Officers 
The Forensic Society of 
Prairie View A&M University 
held the last formal meeting of 
the academic year recently, and 
elected officers for the 1978-79 
school period. 
Those elected include Miss 
Henrietta Easley as president, 
with Joseph Nobles as 
vice-president in charge of 
publicity and Jack Thompson 
the vice-president in charge of 
membership. Miss Joan Harris 
was elected secretary-treasurer. 
The members present agreed 
that materials suitable for use 
in competition would be 
gathered during the summer 
months, and all would try to be 
ready for the first tournament 
when school opened in 
September. The next regular 
meeting is scheduled for 
September 12. 
The society is open to any 
student interested in forensic 
events, and especially import­
ant for all speech/drama 
majors. If any student is 
interested in participating in 
the events of the society he may 
contact any of the officers, or 
the sponsors. Dr. Eiland or Mr. 
Curtis, in the Department of 
English. 
PV Students Win 11 Awards 
At S.F.A.U. Speech Festival 
MOST FRIENDLY — Students picked by their peers as 
Most Friendly on campus include (left-right) - Nancy Neal, 
Lenore Edmond, George Whiteside, JoAnn Alderson and Kim 
Burnet. 
There are many bright, young, job-seeking graduates out 
there, today. The competition is so heavy, a good mind, 
a degree and a neatly-typed resume won't guarantee a 
corporate position with any real responsibility or growth 
potential. 
But in the Navy, your good mind and your degree can help 
you qualify for a career that begins with immediate authority. 
°ur standards and in four months at Officer Candidate 
School (OCS), you could become a leader. A respected decision­
maker. A giver of commands. And if you can deal with the 
heavy demands placed on a Navy Officer, you ran go as far as 
performance and dedication will carry you. 
Moreover, combined salary and fringe benefits make a 
Navy officers pay very competitive with private industry. 
Besides a good income, travel, management training...and 
experience, we offer benefits that include opportunities for 
post-graduate education; comprehensive medical and dental 
care; housing allowances; and 30 days paid vacation, 
annually. ..from the very first year. 
So check out the real job situation. Then compare it with 
the career opportunity Navy offers you. Contact your College 
Placement Office to find'out when a Navy representative will 
be on campus, send your resume to: Navy Officer Program, 
Code 312 (T140), 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203 
. . .  o r  c a l l  y o u r  l o c a l  N a v y  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  7 1 3 - 2 2 4 - 9 3 6 0  
NAVK ITS A MIND-GROWING EXPERIENCE. 
Eleven P.V. students came 
back recently from the Stephen 
F. Austin State University 
Eighth Annual Individual 
Speech Events Festival having 
won thirteen awards for their 
participation. Those who won 
the privilege of the trip by 
campus-wide try outs, were 
Twyla Harris, Michael Fields, 
Steven Kiel, Henrietta Easley, 
Joan Harris, Jack Thompson, 
Lydia Johnson, Freddie Per­
kins, Samuel Kempt, Randy 
Murphy, and Evelyn Preston 
Forte. 
At the April 8 tournament, 
the Forensics Society represen­
tatives were led by Freddie 
Perkins and Henrietta Easley, 
both of whom won top category 
(Superior) awards. Freddie's 
was in Informative Speaking 
and Henrietta's in Humorous 
Oral Interpretation. Ms. Easley 
missed getting first place in the 
tourney in that category by only 
one point. 
Dr. Millard Eiland, their 
coach, sid he was especially 
pleased by the performances of 
several newcomers to the 
group. For instance, Steven 
Kiel received Excellent rating 
in three categories of oral 
interpretation: Prose, Poetry, 
and Dramatic. Winners of 
Merit Awards were Samuel 
Kempt in Informative Speak­
ing Lydia Johnson and Jack 
Thompson in Speaking to 
Convince, Randy Murphy and 
Freddie Perkins in Inspiration­
al Speaking, Joan Harris in 
Prose Interpretation, Evelyn 
Preston Forte in Poetry 
Interpretation, and Henrietta 
Easley in Dramatic Interpreta­
tion. 
P.V.'s forensics representa­
tives were accompanied to 
Nacogdoches by the assistant 
coach, Mr. Wilson Curtis and 
by Professor William Chap­
man both of the English 
Department staff. Plans are 
being made by the group for 
next year's participation. 
Students who are interested in 
getting into the group's 
activities in Debate, Public 
Speaking, and Oral Interpreta­
tion are asked to contact Dr. 
Eiland or Mr. Curtis. The 
group is open to all interested 
students. 
Sigma Chi Chapter Hosts 
Tri-Beta District Convention 
The Sigma Chi Chapter of 
the Beta Beta Beta Biological 
Honor Society at Prairie View 
A&M University hosted the 
District Convention at the 
University of Oklahoma Biolo­
gical Station during the period 
of April 14-16, 1978. In 
addition to Prairie View A&M 
University, chapters were 
present fom Baylor University, 
East Texas State University, 
University of Houston, Sam 
Houston State University, West 
Texas State University, Texas 
Eastern University, Tarleton 
State University, Lamar Uni­
versity, Northwestern State 
University of Louisiana and 
Northeastern Oklahoma State 
University. The banquet speak­
er was Dr. Tillman Jackson, 
Research Professor and Direc­
tor of University Management 
Systems, who spoke on mental 
health in relationship to 
individual and social adjust­
ments. 
The first place award for the 
best paper on the graduate level 
went to Marion Lucas Owens of 
Prairie View A&M University. 
The title of her presentation 
was. "The Influence of 
Ascorbic Acid and Cortisone on 
the Promotion of Forelimb 
Regeneration in Adult Rana 
pipiens. Mrs. Owns is a 
graduate student in biology and 
works under the supervision of 
Dr. Edward W. Martin. 
Quintin Bullock, a sopho­
more biology major at Prairie 
View, was elected President of 
the Western District for the 
academic year, 1978-79. His 
opponent was a student from 
Lamar University. 
The District Award for 
Chapter Achievement was also 
won by the Sigma Chi Chapter 
of Prairie View A&M Univer­
sity for the third time (1970, 
1977, 1978). 
The award is based on the 
overall performance of a 
chapter during the academic 
year and was received by 
President Verette Wynne. The 
other officers are Vice-Presi­
dent Janette Davis, Secretary 
Elnora Carroll, Treasurer 
Cleveland Greene, and Histo­
rian Sheryl Stewart. The 
sponsors are Drs. J. E. Berry 
and R. D. Humphrey. 
WASHINGTON DIES 
General George Washing­
ton, first President of the 
United States, died at Mount 
Vernon, Virginia on December 
14, 1799. 
BRANNAN'S 
MEATS OF QUALITY 
2200 Cherry Waller 372-3639 
HEMPSTEAD CLEANERS 
DRY CLEANING 
Alterations — Laundry Service 
Phone 826-3798 Box '893 
Hempstead, Texas 
1-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
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Accounting Procedures Manuals Completed 
Adm. Assistants Present 
Manuals to Pres. Thomas 
Extension Youth Camp Opens 
President Alvin I. Thomas is 
presented the completed 
volumes of the Prairie View 
A&M University Departmental 
Accounting Procedures Man­
ual for Service Departments 
and Auxiliary Enterprises and 
the Prairie View A&M 
University Equipment Manage­
ment Policy Manual by Mrs. 
Stevetta Abron and Miss Rose 
Ross. 
Miss Ross and Mrs. Abron, 
Administrative Assistants to 
the President, were responsible 
for the design of the manual 
covers, format, preparation of 
manuscript copy and supervi­
sion of offset printing of the 
material by University stu­
dents, John Ballah, Willie 
Hunter, and Gregory Mayo. 
The Departmental Account­
ing Procedures Manual for 
Service Departments and 
Auxiliary Enterprises is a guide 
for all service departments' and 
auxiliary enterprises' account­
ing personnel. 
The Prairie View A&M 
University Equipment Manage­
ment Policy Manual clarifies 
the responsibilities of each 
person involved in property 
The Sigma Chi Chapter of 
Beta Beta Beta Biological 
Honor Society at Prairie View 
A&M University has been 
notified by the national office 
at Drew University that it has 
been awarded the Bertholf 
Award for Chapter Excellence 
for the past academic year. 
Criteria for the award include 
such activities as: participation 
in research as evidenced by 
papers presented at conven­
tions; keeping careful records 
management and applies to all 
budgetary units. 
Mrs. Abron and Miss Ross 
are currently working on the 
completion of a six-volume set 
of University Policy, Proce­
dures and Programs Manuals 
which will be implemented 
University-wide as another step 
foward in "Operation First 
Class" at Prairie View 
A&M University. 
The six-volume set includes: 
(1) Organization and Adminis­
tration (2) Personnel; (3) Fis­
cal; (4) Property Management 
and Inventory; (5) Programs; 
and (6) General Policies. The 
completion date for the 
six-volume set is scheduled for 
August of 1978. 
Funds for support of this 
project were provided under a 
grant from the Advanced 
Institutional Development Pro­
gram, Title III, Higher 
Education Act, 1965, P.L. 
89-329, as amended. 
These manuals and others to 
be released in the future 
represent a positive impact on 
the effective management and 
continued development of 
Prairie View A&M University. 
as evidenced by memberships 
and other correspondence with 
the national office; attendance 
at Beta Beta Beta conventions; 
carefully planned and regularly 
scheduled chapter programs. 
Activities are both educational 
and of service to the 
department and the commu­
nity. This marks the second 
time within five years that the 
Sigma Chi Chapter of Prairie 
View A&M University has won 
the award. 
PV Deltas Sponsor 
Mental Health 
Fund Drive in May 
Prairie View Alumnae Chap­
ter of Delta Sigma Theta 
Sorority has announced that 
Bellringer marchers will collect 
house-to-house for mental 
health on Saturday afternoon. 
May 20, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
in Prairie View. 
This drive will benefit the 
Mental Health Association in 
Texas. This association is a 
non-profit, citizen activist 
organization dedicated to 
promoting mental health 
through education and social 
action. Mental illness can be 
prevented in many cases — 
mental illness can be cured. 
The chairman of the drive, 
Rachael Tillmon Poindexter, 
urges all citizens to give 
generously. Support is needed. 
Bellringer marchers collect­
ing in Prairie View are sorors of 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
and Teens of the Prairie View 
Chapter of Jack and Jill of 
America, Inc. Assisting them 
will be Girl Scouts. A 
contribution will be accepted 
anytime, however, during May, 
Mental Health Month. 
MBA Information 
Day Seminar 
The College of Business 
sponsored an "MBA Informa­
tion Day" Seminar on Friday, 
April 14, 1978 in the Hobart T. 
Taylor. Sr. Hall. 
The Seminar was designed to 
inform the prospective gradu­
ate students in business and 
other academic fields of the 
value of the MBA Degree, the 
MBA Programs offered in the 
College of Business at Prairie 
View A&M University, and job 
opportunities for MBA gradu­
ates. The participants came 
from various disciplines: 
(1) Business; (2) Economics 
and Geography; (3) Engineer­
ing; (4) Mathematics; 
(5) Computer Science; (6) In­
dustrial Technology; and 
(7) Agriculture. 
A detailed information on 
the MBA programs at Prairie 
View A&M University was 
given by Dr. Bernice Rollins, 
acting Dean of the College of 
Business. Dr. Waymon Web­
ster, Dean of Graduate School, 
spoke about the responsibilities 
of graduate students. A panel 
discussion was held on job 
market and employment op-
portunites for MBA's. Dr. 
Mary Torian, Chairman, 
School of Business at Savannah 
State University, Mr. L. 
Gillum, EEO Officer and 
Community Relations Repre­
sentative, Northrop Corpora­
tion, and Mr. Defrost Reed, Jr., 
Production Supervisor, North­
ern Natural Gas Company, 
participated on the panel. 
The first discussion in the 
afternoon session was the topic 
"MBA programs as viewed by 
MBA students!' under the 
moderation of Captain J. C. 
Frazier. The panel for the 
discussion consisted entirely of 
MBA students at Prairie View 
A&M University. These stu­
dents gave the audience some 
insights of the problems 
encountered by a MBA student 
in the classroom. 
The Seminar addressed a 
variety of questions such as the 
content of MBA programs, 
prerequisites, the requirements 
of GMAT scores and GPA for 
prospective MBA students, 
historical perspective of the 
See MBA. Page 4 
By Linda Freeman 
Youths who qualify for the 
Summer Food Program will be 
eligible to attend the H. S. 
Estelle Youth camp near 
Fiuntsville, Texas, stated 
Hoover Carden, director of 
Prairie View Cooperative 
Extension Program. 
Youths ages 9-18 are being 
selected from the following 
counties: Austin, Fort Bend, 
Harris, Montgomery, Wharton, 
Waller, Walker, and Washing­
ton. 
Insurance and Consumer 
Fraud Program Offered 
The Family Living Commit­
tee of Waller County Extension 
Service will be sponsoring an 
Insurance and Consumer 
Fraud Program, at 7:30 p.m. at 
May 16, 1978 at Royal High 
School, cafeteria, Brookshire, 
Texas. 
The public is invited. Come 
learn about Auto Insurance, 
Life Insurance, Hospitaliza­
tion, and Consumer Fraud 
precautions. 
All educational programs are 
open to all regardless of race, 
creed, color, or socio-economic 
background. 
According to camp director 
Henry Miller, camp will 
officially begin June 5 and run 
through August 11. Mr. Miller 
will supervise the camp and a 
nurse, counselors, and instruc­
tors will also be employed to 
give campers the necessary 
guidance and instruction. 
For more information please 
contact Henry Miller or Vernell 
Jackson, camp recruiting 
coordinator, at 857-2027. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR MATHEMATICS 
AND PHYSICS MAJORS 
E-Systems—Greenville Division in Greenville, Texas—is 
seeking at least 25 Mathematics or Physics graduates to 
train as Computer Programmer/Analysts. 
HOW— An 8-week curriculum of seven 3-hour 
courses, equivalent to a minor in Computer 
Science, has been developed with East Texas 
State University, College of Science and 
Technology, Commerce, Texas. Upon 
completion, the student will be eligible for 
admission to the graduate schoot. 
WHEN— Training will begin on or about June 5,1978. 
WHERE—East Texas State University, Commerce, 
Texas. 
WHY— To meet our rapidly expanding needs and 
provide attractive career opportunities for 
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PAY — While in training we will pay for tuition, books, 
housing and meals, plus $200 per week. We 
will subsequently employ each student who 
successfully completes the curriculum as a 
Scientific Computer Programmer/Analyst at a 
salary of $1200 per month. 
Interested graduates should forward their resumes and 
transcript to: 




P.O. Box 1056 
Greenville, Texas 75401 
E-SYSTEMS 
Greenville Division 
An equal opportunity M/F employer 
Any questions concerning this program should be 
directed to Mr. Smith at (214) 455-3450, Ext. 288. 
Sigma Chi Wins Bertholf 
Award for Excellence 
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A Message — 
To Centennial Year Grads 
By Matthew Ade. Shoyebo past, the emphasis has been on 
Panther Staff Writer preparing the individual for his 
Since the Centennial class is personal future. In this decade, 
leaving the University at the the emphasis has grown 
peak of its rapid state of towards producing productive 
development, when Prairie people who are prepared to do 
View A&M University is something for their world, 
expanding, forcing itself upon It is a tradition early in each 
the attention of the Prairie new year to review the events of 
View community. What should the past and speculate about 
we think of our duties to this the future. I think it is a good 
great Black Institution of tradition, for it gives us a 
higher learning which has chance to catch our breath, to 
prepared us for our place in the assess how well we have met 
society? As a member of this past challenges, 
class of'78 popularly known as Now, let us hold to optimistic 
the Centennial Class, I think ideals, and we will drive out 
what we need to do as we are pessimism, the great breeder of 
moving out of Pantherland, is disease, failure and misery as 
to be responsive, perceptive and we are moving into the world, 
humane and look back to Enthusiasm is also what we 
contribute more for the should hold on to. Actual 
progress of this University. physical energy is released by 
Some large companies in this enthusiasm. I know this in my 
nation have philanthropies. own experience, how little 
Businessmen have developed a effort seems to be required for 
sense of obligation and power some of the things I love doing, 
for social change. There is no On the other hand, what a toil 
doubt that those of us who are it is when we have some 
graduating now and in the uncongenial task to do. 
future would as well develop a Enthusiasm for something 
sense of appreciation and clearly gives us increased 
respond generously to the resources for accomplishing it, 
development of Prairie View. where distaste for a task seems 
Prairie View A&M Univer- to sap our energy at the outset, 
sity for 100 years now has been it will be pleasant just to do 
offering the Black people, the the things we like doing, and 
nation, particularly this state, a avoid the uncongenial ones, 
unique gift, one that comes But, life could not be run on 
from the training of individual such lines. Fortunately, an 
for life more abundance and for enthusiastic attitude is some-
educated manpower. In the thing which can be cultivated, 
Houston Press Club Offers 
Journalism Scholarships 
The Press Club of Houston will award scholarships to a 
number of deserving journalism students from Harris County. 
Applicants must be classified as juniors or seniors in the 1978-79 
academic year. They must be either graduates of a Harris County 
high school or currently list their permanent address in Harris 
County. 
Interested students should complete an application form and 
mail it along with the necessary attachments, Press Club of 
Houston, 2016 Main, Suite 601, Houston 77002. 
Application forms are available at the Panther Office, 
Teacher Center Building, Telephone extension 2117. 
Congratulations Seniors 
To the nearly 750 graduates receiving degrees and awards 
Sunday the PANTHER extends Congratulations and Best Wishes. 
Your graduating class will go down in history as the 
C entennial Class. The fact that you have this special role during 
the institution's 100th birthday is a very significant fact. We hope 
that you fully realize just how important it is that you are joining 
the thousands of other "productive People" from PV on this 
special occasion in the life of this great institution. Good Luck. 
THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER 
Published Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie 
View A and M University. The PANTHER serves as the 
voice of Pantherland. 
Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless 
of race, color, religion, or national origin. 
REPORTERS JoAnn Alderson, Matthew Shoyebo, 
Dwayne Revis 
SpORTS - G. C. Pope, Carl Strayhorn 
(Joe Booker) 
CLERICAL STAFF Shannon Dennis, Stephanie Swain 
(Gloria Dimas) 
PHOTOGRAPHERS Robert Thomas, Robert Sandling, 
Derick King (Tom Godwin, Roy Pace) 
PA\rrwT?DitemS' f^vertising, or matters of interest to THE 
HAN I HER may be presented to the Department of Student 
ubhcations;> R°°m 108-1 !2, New Classroom Building Tele-
phone 857-2117, C. A. Wood, Publications Direct! 
VFC REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY 
y National Educational Advertising Services, Inc. y 
360 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017 • 
CASS STUDENT NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING 
4001 West Devon Avenue 
_____ Chicago, III. 60646 
Pres. Thomas is Speaker at 
Houston Advisory Group Banquet 
MAN OF THE YEAR — President Thomas presents 
trophy award to Mr. Ernest Johnson, named male student of 
the year. His mother, Mrs. Herice Johnson of Houston stands 
with him. 
Keeping It in the Family 
There before the judges eyes 
stood eight beautiful young 
ladies, but only one could be 
crowned as Miss Prairie View. 
On the night of April 20, 1978 
the ninth annual Miss Prairie 
View Pageant was held in the 
University Field House. This 
years Miss Prairie View 
Pageant theme represented 
"100" A Mark of Excellence In 
Beauty. 
Kathy Bigsby, a native of 
Houston, sophomore Mass 
Communication major, option 
in Broadcasting received the 
Phi Beta Sigma Solutes 
Brothers to Graduate 
We the brothers of Sigma 
take great pride in announcing 
that the following brothers are 
candidates for Graduates 
during the upcoming cere­
monies. These brothers are 
Ronald Thompson, Adrain 
Steward, George Nelson. These 
brothers are all engineering 
majors by profession. Each 
brother has worked very 
diligently throughout their 
span within our Fraternity. A 
special tribute is given to 
brother Ronald "Z-Mack" 
Thompson for being our senior 
brother graduating with the 
highest grade point average. A 
native of Galveston, Texas and 
a graduate of Ball High and 
M B A  —  
CONTINUED from Page 3 
MBA programs in predomin­
antly black schools, compara­
tive salaries of MBA's and non 
MBA's, and comparative 
intensity of work needed for 
MBA and BBA Degrees. 
Concluding remarks were 
presented by Dr. A. I. Thomas, 
President of Prairie View 
A&M University. 
The program was organized 
by the following persons: Dr. 
Gobind Bhagia, Chairman, Dr. 
Esther Tyler, Mr. Andreas 
Wossene, Dr. Lai C. Jain, Mr. 
Sunday Udo, Mr. Harold 
Goodruan, Mr. Samuel Bello, 
Mr. Lester Blanks, Mr. Derrick 
Johnson, Mr. Ralph Odukwe, 
and Mrs. Hattie Taylor. 
Dr. Gobind Bhagia, Assist­
ant Professor of Finance, 
served as Moderator of the 
Program. 
bringing with it all the benefits 
of the spontaneous. 
The real basis of enthusiasm 
is so simple that we often 
overlook it. It is belief. What we 
really believe in is what we can 
be enthusiastic about. If we 
believe in P.V. and appreciate 
what this University has done 
for us, we should be able to be 
enthusiastic about it and look 
back to help it grow more and 
more. 
placed 32nd in a class of 760 
persons. Ronald's other 
achievements include being a 
member of Tau Beta Pi 
engineering Honor Society, a 
former member of the Junior 
fellows organization and an 
active member of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engi­
neers (A.S.M.E.) After gradua­
tion "Z-Mack" plans to work 
for a year and a half then 
pursue a graduate degree in 
engineering. 
Reporter, "Velvet" 
Prairie View A&M Univer­
sity is capable of maintaining 
its black identity while meeting 
the needs of other ethnic 
minorities. President Alvin I. 
Thomas said during the 
Greater Houston Area Advisory 
Council Banquet. 
"If Notre Dame can continue 
to exist and not lose its Catholic 
identity, if Brandeis or 
Barnhart can continue to exist 
and remain Jewish, if the 
University of Texas can 
continue to exist and remain 
WASP conservative, then 
Prairie View can continue to 
exist and remain predominately 
black;' he asserted. 
The statement was more or 
less a defense on Thomas' part, 
stemming from the criticism 
that, while he wishes to 
catapult Prairie View into 
major university status, he is 
not willing to welcome students 
of other cultural backgrounds. 
title as the Miss Prairie View 
for 1978-79 school year. Bigsby, 
will represent the University in 
the Miss Texas Pageant later 
this summer. 
As we all can see Ms. Bigsby 
is keeping the crown in the 
family. The previous title 
holder Tamara Wiley, was also 
a Communication major, with 
an option in Broadcasting. 
Mrs. Velma Levingston Bigsby 
(Ms. Bigsby mother) was also 
crowned as the 1952 Miss 
Prairie View. Now Miss Prairie 
View (Kathy), I would like to 
take time and wish you the best 
of luck upon your title serving 
as our queen, because "YOU 
LIGHT UP OUR LIFE-
Jo Ann Alderson 
Panther-Staff W riter 
On March 16, 1802, 
establishment of the U.S. 
Military Academy at West 
Point, N.Y., was authorized by 
Congress. 
Thomas dispelled the idea of 
labelling Prairie View as a 
black institution, saying that 
Prairie View would welcome 
other minorities — browns and 
lower-income whites — just as 
it does blacks. The total 
non-black enrollment at Prairie 
View is about 11 percent. 
He espoused on the heritage 
of the school, saying that 
Prairie View stands like the 
"statute of Libertyl' and "like a 
beacon light, will rescue blacks 
when no one else gives them a 
chance!' 
"Prairie View is not for 
everybody. We take only 6,000. 
We take only those who want to 
be winners;' 1 
This concept of "winning" 
has been Thomas' theme since 
he took office twelve years ago. 
By implementing such pro­
grams as Operation Success, 
Operation Vanguard, Opera­
tion Mainstream, and Opera­
tion First Class, he has 
established a success method 
that would guarantee minori­
ties a place in the mainstream 
of the American middle class. 
Though Thomas' philosophy 
here is ostensibly a simplistic 
one, it is actually profound 
when its relevance to black 
progress is considered. 
At an industrial cluster 
meeting a few weeks ago, 
Thomas explained his ideology: 
"We're making our students 
bi-cultural. In some of our 
course, we've quit arguing 
about cultural bias on tests. 
We've decided that tests are 
culturally biased against black 
people. We've decided that they 
do not show valid results. And 
we've also decided we're going 
t o  g o  o n  a n d  p a s s  t h e m  . . . "  




Outstanding Houston Career Opportunities 
WKM Valve Group, an international leader in valve manu­
facturing, has several immediate career opportunities 
available that provide stable growth and progressive pro-
motion within our organization. These positions offer 
excellent incomes, generous benefits and an excellent 
career future with a well-established industry leader. 
ASSOCIATE INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEER 
This position requires a BSIE or related 
degree and will offer assignments in dif­
ferent areas of foundry administration 
such as plant layout, time studies, shop 
supervision, inventory control, etc. 
ASSOCIATE ACCOUNTANT 
This position requires a BBA degree with a 
major in accounting and will consist of pre­
paring of financial statements, property 
and cost accounting, analytical work, and 
special projects. 
For immediate attention, please send your 
resume, an outline of related courses and 
estimated GPA to: 
W-K-M Qk 
Valve Group V / 
ACF Industries, Inc. 
126 Collins Road 
P.O. Box 396 
Richmond, Texas 77469 
A n  E q u a l  O p p o r t u n i t y  E m p l o y e r  M / F  
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Winner of Groove Summer Cabin 
Scholarship Named Donated to Extension £1 • 
The members of Groove Phi 
Groove Social Fellowship 
Incorporated would like to 
make it known that the winners 
of our scholarships were two 
young ladies, Ms. Gale Harris, 
and Mrs. Felicia DeLoache. 
Ms. Harris posses a 4.0 in 
Mechanical Engineering and 
Ms. Deloache attained a 3.57 
average in accounting. We feel 
that these ladies should be 
rewarded in every respect, and 
a financial reward is just 
Groove's way of telling them 
congratulations. These scholar­
ships were a first in what will 
become an annual event. We 
know of no other campus 
organization which goes to such 
lengths to help the students and 
this University as does Groove. 
Perhaps if all the other 
organizations did like wise, it 
would be beneficial not only to 
the students, but to the 
respective organization. 
The members of Groove Phi 
GROOVE SCHOLARSHIP 
WINNER — Left to right: 
Mr. Alonzo Sargent, Ms. 
Deloache, Dwayne Ravis. 
Groove Social Fellowship Inc., 
EST. 1962 
Outstanding Organization 
Of The Year — Groove 
The members of Groove Phi 
Groove Social Fellowship 
Incorporated would like to 
thank the honors committee for 
naming our organization "The 
Outstanding Organization of 
1977-787 We greatly appreciate 
the award, and it has even more 
meaning to us because it has 
been awarded to us for two 
successive years. 
We have tried to do all we 
can to serve this campus and its 
students in not only the 
tangible, obvious areas, but 
also in more subtle ways; 
SUPER-SAVE 
Food Market 
"IN THE HEART OF THE CITY" 
Prairie View, Texas 
'Rustic 
ON U.S. 290 
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS RESTAURANT 
PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS 
Where You Get More Than Just 
A Welcome and Good Service 
OIY BIK-HEMPSTEAI 
826-2496 W. W. Wilkes, Owner 
By Brenda Agnes 
Mr. Ed Baker, owner of the 
Overlook Marina in Somerville, 
Texas in the Quarry Communi­
ty, donated a lakeside cabin to 
the Family Resource Develop­
ment Program (FRDP) of the 
Prairie View A&M University 
Cooperative Extension Pro­
gram. 
According to Elaine Ward, 
FRDP specialist of the Prairie 
View Cooperative Extension 
Program, the building will 
serve as a meeting place for 
extending educational materi­
als in subject-matter areas of 
home economics to youth and 
adults. 
An appreciation program 
was held at the cabin in honor 
of Mr. Baker to show the 
gratitude of the FRDP and the 
community for the generous 
donation. Program aides John­
nie Roberson and Billie 
Blackshire presented Mr. 
Baker with a plaque of 
recognition. Accepting the 
honor for Mr. Baker, who was 
ill at the time, were Mr. and 
Mrs. Campbell, assistant 
managers of the Marina. 
Program specialists Elaine 
Ward and Lynne Thibodeaux 
unveiled the sign that will be 
permanently attached to the 
cabin to denote the new 
occupants. 
Other participants in the 
program were: Meatra Harri­
son, district Extension agent; 
Eddie Harrison, small farming 
program specialist. Prairie 
View; Rubye Ragsdale and 
Barbara Sulak, County Exten­
sion agents; Johnny Williams, 
Neigborhood Improvement 
Program aide; and Dorothy 
Wilburn, FRDP aide, Wash­
ington County. 
*0̂ 2 
Valarie Be veil Lois Hale 
Nursing Secretaries Join 
Professional Group 
Student Has Poem Published 
conduct, appearance, etc. This 
is our sixteenth year in 
existence, in this country as an 
organization, as an entity. This 
chapter here at Prairie View 
from the very start has been 
both conspicuous and excep­
tional in many ways. We once 
again give our thanks for this 
award which will become a 
permanent possession of this 
organization. No other organi­
zation can come close. 
The members of Groove Phi 
Groove Social Fellowship Inc. 
EST. 1962 
Miss Eugenia Dickson, a 
junior from Houston, majoring 
in electrical engineering, has 
shown her versatility and talent 
by writing a number of poems. 
One of her recent creations 
entitled "Visions" was publish­
ed in the 1977 edition of 
COLLEGE POETRY RE­
VIEW, printed by the National 
Poetry Press of Agoura, 
California. 
This book is a collection of 
poetry, written by college 
students from all over the 
United States. Although several 
students submitted poems that 
were worthy of consideration, 
"Visions" was the only poem 
selected from the entries from 
Prairie Veiw A&M University. 
Her high school, George 
Washington Carver, and her 
University, can be justly proud 
of her literary contribution to 
this edition of college poetry. 
Heolth System Agency 
Ms. Valarie Berell and Mrs. 
Lois Hale, secretaries at the 
Prairie View College of 
Nursing, were inducted into the 
National Secretaries Associa­
tion (International) on Tues­
day, April 18, 1978. The 
ceremony took place at the 
Marriott Hotel in Houston, 
Texas. 
The National Secretaries 
Association (International) is 
organized to further improve 
and evaluate the standards of 
the secretarial profession 
through a continued program 
of education and member 
self-development. The motto of 
the organization is "Progress 
through Professionalism!' 
Ms. Valarie Berell, Senior 
Secretary to the Dean of the 
College of Nursing, is a 1976 
Business Education graduate of 
Reviews PV Projects Industrial Researcher 
Prairie View A&M University. 
Ms. Berell has been employed 
at the College of Nursing for 
one year. 
Mrs. Lois Hale, Secretary to 
the Administrative Chairmen 
in the College of Nursing, 
received her certificate in 
Secretarial Science from Prairie 
View A&M University in 1971. 
Mrs. Hale has been employed 
at the College of Nursing for 
seven years. 
Both Ms. Berell and Mrs. 
Hale have planned special 
activities to observe National 
Secretaries' Week, April 24-28. 
They have prepared displays 
giving recognition to all 
secretaries at the College of 
Nursing. The chief secretaries 
plan to climax the week's 
activities with a secretarial 
luncheon. 
the Health Projects Review 
Committee of the H-GAC 
Health Systems Agency will 
review a request for federal 
funds from Prairie View A&M 
University at their meeting on 
Wednesday, April 19. The 
meeting is set for 9:30 a.m. in 
the Houston-Galveston Area 
Council large conference room 
at 3701 W. Alabama in 
Houston. 
Federal funds are requested 
for the continuing support of 
family planning services to 
residents of Waller. Colorado, 
Fort Bend and Austin counties. 
Consideration by the Health 
Projects Review Committee 
constitutes a technical review 
which will be used as the basis 
for making a final recommen­
dation to the appropriate state 
or federal agency in the 
allocation of funds. 
Findings of this committee 
will be considered by the 
Houston-Galveston Area Coun­
cil's Project Review Committee 
on May 2, as part of the A-95 
review process, a federally 
mandated local review and 
comment activity. 
The H-GAC Health Systems 
Agency is also federally 
mandated to conduct review 
See HEALTH, Page 3-A 
Speaks to Science Students 
Mr. L. W. Bernardino, 
Industrial Researcher for 
Proctor and Gamble, was 
professor in Division of Natural 
Science on March 29-30, 1978 
as part of the Urban League's 
Black Executive Exchange 
Program (BEEP). Mr. Bernar­
dino spoke with several 
Chemistry classes and then 
presented a seminar to the 
faculty and students entitled, 
"Industrial Research!' The 
speaker discussed his research 
role in determining the 
interactions between deter­
gents, fabric softeners and 
fabric brighteners. This re­
search led to the development 
of a new product which 
contained all three ingredients. 
A question and answer period 
was held at the end of the 




Your Authorized Chevrolet 
and Oldsmobile Dealer 
Tel. 826-2411 
Hempstead, Texas P. O. Box 983 
GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK 
MEMBER F. D. I. C. 
g Waller, Texas „ 
ATTENTION: 
Professors - Instructors 
Students - Veterans 
LOOKING FOR QUALITY HOUSING 
and EASY ACCESS TO HWY. 290! 
CALL 
Tyron Mitchell 
For assistance, advice 
and honest service that 
you can depend on. 
Cut Houston drive time 
in half by shopping 
the "T960 Champions 
Area." 
Call Today 
Beat the summer rush. 
TYRON MITCHELL 
at 
Patrick Thomas & Associates 
10904 FM 1960 Weil af Jones Rd. Ph. 469-4600 
low comes Miller time 
tft&H LWB 
THE PRAIRiE VIEW PANTHER MAY 4-9, 1978 
©1977 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
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Pictured left to right: Major Fredrick Gregory, Astronaut 
Trainee NASA, Mr. Isaac Gillam, IV Acting Center Director 
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Mr. Langston Gillum, 
Staff Specialist Northrop Corporation, and Dr. Julian Earls, 
Chief, Office of Environmental Health NASA Lewis Research 
Center. 
PV-ite Meets With NASA 
Heads and Discusses Visit 
Sigma's  
Monthly  News 
A report on Sigma's monthly 
activities was that the brothers 
of Sigma took first place in the 
Greek Show put on by the Pan 
Hellenic Council; in which 
competition was confined to the 
Greek letter organizations on 
the campus. And our road team 
(the brothers who step) deserves 
special recognition for their 
outstanding achievement. 
And Brother Errol Hampton 
was selected by the Pan 
Hellenic Council as the 
recipient of their Outstanding 
Service Award for his tenur in 
office. And representing the 
brothers of Sigma well. Brother 
Hampton's colleagues selected 
him on his work and service 
ability. 
The brothers other activities 
included a "Public Rapp 
Session" to answer and show 
interested persons what really 
happen and what activities 
Sigma men under take during 
our years activities. 
Reporter, "Velvet" 
Talent Galore 
Langston Gillum said, dur­
ing his speech, these men are 
my contemporaries. We have at 
least three things in common. 
We are members of the same 
ethnic group. All of us did our 
undergraduate work at predo­
minately black institutions, and 
we had to overcome racial 
barriers to obtain our current 
level of employment. This made 
our struggle a challenge, and 
the position more worthwhile. 
It's funny, Langston said, 
when you make it to the "so 
called top" there is always 
someone to say, you have it 
made as if your striving-upward 
discontinues when your job title 
is changed. Would you believe 
me if I told you, your 
striving-upward has just begun. 
You must earn your position 
every day. We must bear in 
mind, the higher we go within 
the organization the fewer the 
positions become. The higher 
we go within the organization 
the more visible we become. 
You become an idol to some, 
and an enemy of others. And 
never forget, there is always 
someone who believes they can 
perform your job better than 
you. Yet, it is human nature to 
want to be on top. All of these 
factors are what makes 
Management a continuous 
challenge. 
Langston further stated, "It 
is good for us to come together 
to discuss our past, which will 
enable us to chart better 
courses for the future. We have 
been told, all of our lives, the 
future belongs to those who 
prepare themselves for it. Being 
here today discussing our past 
will help us analyze the 
problem of how much 
preparation is needed. It is a 
fact, we must start planning 
our futures today if there is to 
be a tomorrow" 
PV Grod Promoted to 
C o n r o e  O f f i c e  
Billy R. Coleman, a 1962 
graduate of Prairie View has 
been promoted to Assistant 
County Supervisor, Farmers 
Home Administration in Con-
roe, Texas. Coleman was 
promoted by W. H. Pieratt, 
State Director USDA Farmers 
Home Administration. Cole­
man will be headquartered in 
Montgomery County where he 
will be working with Rural 
families in housing, supervised 
credit loan making and other 
agency activities. 
Coleman received his Bache­
lor degree in Business 
Administration and a Master in 
Agricultural Education in 1972 
from PV. He has done graduate 
work at the University of 
Clean Air Week 
Governor Dolph Briscoe has 
proclaimed May 1-7 Clean Air 
Week in Texas, calling upon all 
Texans to become better 
informed on the hazards and 
remedies for air pollution. 
Co-sponsors of the annual 
event, the Texas Air Control 
Board and the American Lung 
Association, have adopted the 
slogan, "We all breathe the 
same air, keep it clean!' to 
promote a united educational 
program for clean air during 
the observance. 
Billy R. Coleman 
Houston and Texas Southern 
University. 
He is the son of Mrs. Thelma 
Jefferson of Wharton, Texas. 
Coleman joined FmHa in 
1975 where he was assigned to 
Corpus Christi where he was a 
member of the Corpus Christi 
Planning Commission and 
Human Relations Commission 
and other community organiza­
tions. 
Institute A Graduate 
Student-Tutor 
Program in P.V.C. 
P.V.C. is unlike all the 
schools I have attended when I 
consider the close student/in­
structor relationship, enthusi­
astic faculty members. Some of 
whom even loan their personal 
texts to students to help them 
improve their academic perfor­
mance. I am more impressed 
with the patience shown by 
some teachers in battling our 
difficultures difficiencies but 
above all, their willingness to 
operate at student level and 
pace deserves praise. 
However, in "order to 
accomplish this goal of 
improving the general standard 
of students' work, there is a 
little more to be done. There is 
a feeling among students that 
the institution of student-tutors 
at least one in every department 
of the University can help 
students in many ways. For 
instance, if there is a graduate 
student available in the 
Department of Physics to help 
students with their problems, 
they will not hestitate to discuss 
their failure to grasp a topic 
dealt with in class with the 
student. There are students 
who walk out of classes 
understanding little of subject 
matter but are shy to let the 
instructor know their problem. 
Another reason for my 
suggestion is that some 
professors, e.g. department 
heads get so caught up in 
administrative matters like 
meetings, that a .student may 
find it hard to contact them for 
personal aid. In a case like this, 
the graduate tutor can help 
the needy student or suggest 
reference resources. 
In addition to the immediate 
solution to subject matter 
problems, the program creates, 
an atmosphere wherein people 
work not only for self but also 
for others. We are appealing to 
administrative autohrities to 
give us this vital progrfam even 
on frail basis. 
By Sam Yo.vonie 
President to Dr. Wood 
Mass Communications 
Africans vs. Bahamainans in an Action Soccer Game 
By Matthew Ade. Shoyebo 
The P.V. International 
Students Organization plans a 
Soccer March to be played here 
I n i t i a t i o n  —  
Alpha Mu Gamma 
Spring invitation for Alpha 
Mu Gamma was held on 
Monday, April 24th at 6:00 
p.m. in the Agriculture 
Auditorium. All members of 
Apha Mu Gamma are expected 
to be present and on time for 
this initiation. 
Following initiation, there 
will be a banquet in Alumni 
Hall at 7:30 p.m. The banquet 
fee is $5.50 per person. If you 
plan to attend the banquet, pay 
the banquet fee to Mrs. 
McCloud by 5:00 p.m. Friday, 
April 21st. 
Christopher E. J. Toote, 
President 
at Blackshear Stadium on 
Saturday, April 22, 1978 at 
5:30 p.m. A reception and 
party will also be given 
immediately after the game. 
This was announced over the 
weekend by the President of the 
Organization. 
The African Soccer team and 
Bahamian Soccer team promise 










This years Spring fashions 
are made full soft and natural 
for any body type. This summer 
for traveling, sunning, romping 
and just relaxing, the bouquets 
of cotton floral are the feeling. 
They are fresh, feminine, free 
and have the natural look. The 
colors make our skin tone more 
exciting, and add the sensuous 
look to todays women. 
The free, soft, easy, 
unrestricted fashion is "in" and 
the heavy bulky materials that 
grab the body are "out!' The 
fashions in stores now are what 
this years Spring is all about, 
fashions that bloom in the 
Spring. 
Jerri Kemp Barnes 
CONTINUED from Page 1-A 
and comment or approval 
activities for the 13-county 
region, which includes Waller, 
Colorado, Fort Bend and 
Austin counties. This process 
will culminate with the Steering 
Committee's findings on May 
3. 
Health systems agencies, 
established nationwide and 
governed by a combination 
consumer and provider boards, 
serve as mechanisms to provide 
citizens the opportunity to 
make decisions regarding 
health care services at the 
community level. 
The Alliance to Save Energy 
reminds you that your hot 
water heater uses more energy 
than your stove, washer, dryer, 
color television, radio, refriger­
ator, freezer, and lights 
combined. Turn the termo-
state down to 140° if you have 
a dishwasher; to 110° if not. 
an exciting action type game to 
thrill the members of the 
Pantherland family. 
A spokesman for the Prairie 
View Soccer Club which was 
organized last year here on our 
Campus by Dr. M. Neufville, 
Professor and Chairman of 
Aniaml Science Department in 
the College of Agriculture, 
disclosed to the Panther News 
Office that Soccer game which 
is gaining tremendous popula­
rity in the Southwest, particu­
larly in Houston area, will also 
be made popular here on our 
Campus by engaging in a series 
of match within and outside 
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DRIVE IN OR CARRY OUT 
Hempstead, Texas 
"LITE TASTES GREAT AND 
I13iLESSHUJNG.I ALSO UKE 
THE EASY-OPENING CANT 
Bubba Smith 
Former All-Pro Lineman 
©1978 Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. 




Kiwanis Club Organized Symphonic Band Presents 
At Prairie View Concerts in Shreveport 
Remembering the lean years 
of "going through medical 
school" with no room in their 
budget for entertaining, Mrs. 
Alfred E. Leiser founded the 
Symphony Scholarship Fund 
which provided free season 
tickets to a limited number of 
students. Over the past eight 
years hundreds of students 
have attended Houston Sym­
phony concerts through this 
program, now known as The 
Gift of Music. 
The enthusiasm and appreci­
ation of those attending have 
been very gratifying. For many, 
it is their main source of 
entertainment. Unfortunately, 
the demand for these tickets 
exceeds the supply. This 
program is supported through 
tax-deductible contributions. A 
$10.00 donation will provide a 
season ticket for a student, and 
donors may specify which edu­
cational institutions receives 
the tickets. Forms are available 
in the Registrar's office for 
those wishing to contribute. In 
appreciation, the Houston 
Symphony will publish the 
names of all donors in the 
symphony program. 
trumpeters guild. When asked 
what is he going to do upon 
commencement he replied "be 
ready for what ever comes!' The 
performance marked the first 
student recital for the 
centennial year. 
SOCIETY FOUNDED 
Eli Thayer April 26, 1854, 
founded the Massachusetts 
Emigrant Aid Society in order 
to encourage anti-slavery 
settlers to go to Kansas. 
W A R D ' S  P H A R M A C Y  
TOUR REXAll STORE" 
Waller County's Most Progressive 
and Most Modern Drug Store 
Telephone VA 6-2445 Hempstead, Texas 
Scliwarz Inc. 
704 Qjzan of dontinuoi <Szioicz" 
COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE 
and 
FURNITURE STORE 
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The new Kiwanis Cub of 
Prairie View, was officially 
organized Tuesday, April 11, 
1978, at an organizational 
meeting at Newman Center. 
Some 21 local business and 
professional men were in 
attendance. 
Final steps in the club's 
organization were directed by 
Jack Smith, Field Service 
Representative (or Accredited 
Representative) of Kiwanis 
International. Jack Smith also 
explained the functions of the 
various officers, and the 
methods of administering the 
club, and carrying out its 
community service programs. 
Earl K. Jones, P. O. Box 
2778, Prairie View, Texas 
reitred, was named president of 
the club. Other officers include 
vice-president, John C. Willi­
ams; treasurer, C. A. Thomas; 
secretary, Samuel Montgom­
ery. 
Named to the board of 
directors were Harold Perkins, 
John R. Powell, A. E. 
Charleston, E. M. Norris, and 
A. N. Poindexter. 
The new Kiwanis Club of 
Prairie View is sponsored by 
the Kiwanis Club of Brazos 
County and Bryan, Texas. 
Chairman of the sponsoring 
committee, who was in atten­
dance, is Oliver Smith. 
The first act of the new club's 
board of directors was to 
appoint a special committee to 
arrange for a charter night to 
be held June 15, 1978. 
Weekly meetings of the new 
Kiwanis Club of Prairie View 
will be held Thursday, 6:00 
p.m., Newman Center. 
The newly-formed Kiwanis 
Club of Prairie View is one of 
nearly 7,800 such groups which 
are located in 59 countries of 
the free world. The total 
Drama — 
CONTINUED from Page I 
congratulation after her audi­
tion for the role. "In my 
audition I performed the song 
Summer Time without music 
and a dialogue from "Mother 
to Son" by Langston Hughes" 
she said. 
Both students expressed that 
Dr. Ted Shine, Drama 
department head helped them 
botain the roles and advising 
when needed. 
HOW FAST THEY GO! 
We are but minutes, little 
things, Each one furnished with 
sixty wings, 
With which we fly on our 
unseen track, 
And not a one of us ever comes 
back. 
—Anon. 
Kiwanis membership is 
287,000. 
Specifically, Kiwanis clubs 
meet weekly for fellowship, 
inspirational programs, and 
summary reports of club 
activities. Their service and 
administrative work is accom­
plished through committees in 
the areas of Club Meeting, 
Membership Growth and Edu­
cation, Youth Services, Citizen­
ship Services, Support of 
Spiritual Aims, Sponsored 
Youth (Circle K. International 
Clubs — the collegiate service 
organization sponsored by 
Kiwanis — and/or Key Clubs 
— the high school service 
organization also sponsored by 
Kiwanis), and Major Emphasis 
Programs (which are optional). 
Most of the committee work is 
done in the evening or on 
Saturdays. 
Kiwanis is an integral part of 
the service club movement 
which has been called a 
phenomenon of the twentieth 
century, and a major contribu­
tion of the United States and 
Canada to the culture of the 
western world. 
The Prairie View A&M 
University Symphonic Band 
presented two concerts in 
Shreveport, Louisiana on 
Friday, April 14th at the Green 
Oaks High School and the 
Booker T. Washington High 
School. The concerts were 
attended by more than 5,000 
high school students. 
Featured soloists with the 
Symphonic Band were Mr. 
Nathaniel Brickens, Trombone 
soloist, who performed "Mor-
ceau Symphonique',' and Mr. 
Larry Jones, Marimba Soloist, 
who performed the First 
Movement from Paul Creston's 
"Concertino for Marimba and 
Band!' 
The concerts were received 
with great enthusiasm by the 
audiences. The Symphonic 
Band, directed by Dr. Lucius 
R. Wyatt, continues to 
represent Prairie View A&M 
University away from the 
campus in the University's 
programs of public relations 
and recruitment. 
24-HOUR SELF SERVICE 
HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA 
TOP LOADING SPEED QUEEN 
and 
DOUBLE-LOAD PHILCO BENDIX MACHINES 
Next Door to Pick & Pay Food Market 
Hempstead, Texas 
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
EMPLOYEES FEDERAL 
o o IIJi(Q)I cs 
P. O. BOX 2606 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
A service to the Prairie View Community for over forty years 




9% Annual Percentage Rate 
10% Annual Percentage Rate 
12% Annual Percentage Rate 
6% Annual Percentage Rate 
OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit 
Not for Charity 
But for Service" 
OFFICE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 3:30-6:30 p.m. 
PHONE: (713/ 857-4925) 
OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni House 
Robinson Presents 
Senior Recital 
Reynold C. Robinson a 
senior Music Major gave his 
senior recital on Tuesday the 
11th of April. The performance 
was done as a partial 
fulfillment for the degree 
"Bachelor of Music!' The 
programmer played music from 
America, England, Germany, 
Italy and also France. This 
performance was truly thrilling 
and exciting to the audience, as 
one listener said "first class by 
all standards!' 
Mr. Robinson is a native of 
Nassau in the Bahamas. He is a 
member of the music honor 
society Mu Alpha Sigma, the 
Kappa Kappa Psi National 
Band Fraternity and is also a 
member of the International 
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Urban League Presents BEEP Lecturers 
Edward Scott, Sales Mana­
ger with the Shell Oil Company 
in Tampa. Florida, is visiting 
Prairie View A&M University 
in Prairie View, Texas on April 
18-19, 1978 to guest-lecture in 
an Administrative Policy 
course. 
At Shell Oil, Scott motivates 
district sales staff to optimize 
company objectives in invest­
ments, profit, volume, service, 
and image standards. 
A Business Administration 
graduate of Northern Arizona 
University, Scott has been 
affiliated with Shell Oil since 
1968. 
Scott is Chairman of the 
Quality and Quantity Water 
Subcommittee of the Tampa 
Chamber of Commerce. He 
holds membership with the 
Society of Golden West and the 
Laurel Society. 
A native of Chicago, Illinois, 
Scott presently resides in 
Tampa. 
ROCHE INSTITUTE 
LECTURER IN CHEMISTRY 
Carlos L. Spears, Scientist 
with the Roche Institute of 
Molecular Biology in Nutly, 
New Jersey, is visiting Prairie 
View A&M University in 
Prairie View, Texas on April 
19-20, 1978 to guest-lecture in a 
Chemistry Seminar. 
At Roche Institute, a division 
of Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc., 
Spears is primarily involved 
with the design and imple­
mentation of scientific methods 
for research and development 
Edward Scott 
Shell Oil Representative 
work. He was initially 
responsible for setting up the 
firm's laboratory of biochemis­
try. 
A Biology & Chemistry 
graduate of Xavier University, 
Spears earned his M.S. in 
Chemistry at Tuskegee Insti­
tute and his MBA in 
Management at Fairleigh 
Dickinson University. Prior to 
joining Roche Institute, he was 
an Associate Biochemist with 
the Armed Forces Institute of 
Pathology. 
Mr. Spears is a member of 
Beta Kappa Chi Scientific 
Society, the Organization of 
Black Scientists, and a 
number of other professional 
organizations. He was listed in 
Carlos Spears 
Roche Biology Institute 
the 1967 edition of "Leaders in 
American Science.' Mr. Spears 
presently serves as an Adjunct 
Professor at Fairleigh Dickin­
son University's Graduate 
School of Business Administra­
tion. 
A native of New Orleans, 
Louisiana, Spears presently 
resides in Parsippany, New 
Jersey. 
Scott and Spears are serving 
as "visiting professors" in the 
National Urban League's Black 
Executive Exchange Program 
(BEEP). This Spring 1978 
semester, over 200 black 
professional and business 
persons are serving as 
guest-lecturers in a variety of 
BEEP credit-bearing courses at 
Ridin'Along 
Side by Side 
Different sizes. . .different capabilities. . .different problems. 
Two very different vehicles on the same road­
way. But the motorcycle and the automobile 
can safely share the road. 
Automobile drivers can put a "motorcycle 
sense" into their everyday traffic skills. Like 
keeping an eye out for motorcycles and giving 
them the room they need on the roadway. Don't 
let a cyclist's maneuver surprise you. 
Cyclists should be sure they are easy to spot. 
Riding with the headlight on at all times and 
wearing bright-colored clothing can help. Even 
then, it's safer to assume you are invisible. 
Never take it for granted the car driver has 
seen you. 
When each of us, motorist and cyclist alike, 
better understands the problems the other 
faces, driving will be safer for all of us. 






Dr. William R. Wiley, 
Manger of the Biology 
Department at Battelle's Paci­
fic Northwest Laboratories, 
presented a seminar for the 
Beta Beta Beta Biological 
Honor Society on April 5, 1978. 
The title of his presentation was 
"Controlling Cell Proliferation 
in Glial Cell Cultures!' 
According to Dr. Wiley, cancer 
cells lose the ability to have 
their growth inhibited when 
they come in contact with other 
tissue cells. This inhibition 
prevents normal cells from 
over-growth and prevents 
tumor formation. The investi­
gator presented results that 
showed that a strain of 
tumor-producing glial cells has 
re-gained this contact inhibi­
tion which appeared to be 
involved with the transport of 
heavy metal ions into the cells. 
Verette Wynne, president of 
the Tribeta, extended the 
appreciation to Dr. Wiley for 
his excellent presentation. 
Dr. Wiley also spoke to 
several Biology and Chemistry 
classes during the two-day 
period he was on campus. He 
spoke of the opportunities and 
challenges within Science for 
well-trained, highly motivated 
Black men and women. 
Dr. Williams Wiley was on 
our campus as part of the 
Urban League's Black Execu­
tive Exchange Program 
(BEEP). Dr. Ronald D. 
Humphrey and Dr. John 
Williams are coordinators of 
the BEEP Program for the 
Natural Science Division. 
DRESSMAKER - Pictured with Miss PV (Kathy Bigsby) 
is Miss Carrie Moore, who served as dressmaker for the 
opening production gowns worn by the eight contestants at the 
beginning of the Annual Miss PV Pageant. Ms. Moore hails 
from Giddings and Plans a career in home economics, clothing 
and merchandising. 
PV Professor Publishes Story 
In A Leading Newspaper 
Mr. E. P. Williams, assistant 
professor of English in the 
Division of Freshman Studies 
English, has recently published 
an article in The Christian 
Science Monitor, a prestigious 
international newspaper. Ac­
cording to Mr. Williams, The 
Monitor bought and copyright­
ed the article back in August, 
1977. 
The article advocates a 
drastic reduction of the school 
day for public school students, 
saying that the length of the 
Statewide Training Planned 
For Extension Agents 
By Linda Freeman 
The Family Resource De­
velopment Program (FRDP) 
will be conducting statewide 
training sessions for county 
Extension agents in Texas, 
announced Hoover Carden, 
director of Prairie View A&M 
University Cooperative Exten­
sion Program. 
The purpose of the sessions is 
to show how to work more 
effectively with limited income 
audiences. 
FRDP specialists Zelda 
Williams and Lynn Thibo-
deaux will be conducting four 
sessions in different areas: 
Texas A&M Research and 
Extension Center at Clarkwood 
in Corpus Christi, May 2; 
Texas A&M University, Room 
410 at Rudder Tower, May 4; 
Texas A&M Research and 
Extension Center in Lubbock, 
May 16; and Texas A&M 
Research and Extension Center 
in Renner, May 18. 
According to Mrs. Williams, 
topics that will be included in 
the one-day sessions are: 
present school day is apparent­
ly dictated by the desire to keep 
students constructively en­
gaged throughout most of the 
day. It argues that other means 
should be found for that 
purpose. 
Several weeks prior to the 
publication of this article, the 
Houston Chronicle published 
an excerpt of another article by 
Mr. Williams. That article 
cautions against too great a 
reliance on achievement test 
scores as indicators of a 
student's true ability. 
identifying the target audience, 
how people learn, values, 
relating to the audience, and 
practicing skills in human 
relations. There will also be a 
variety of media such as slides, 
video-tapes, and instructional 
gaming devices. 
This is the first statewide 
training to be sponsored by the 
FRDP specialists. 
Each man, woman, and 
child in the United States 
consumes the equivalent of 
around 1200 gallons of oil and 
92.5 thousands cubic feet of 
natural gas annually, and this 
consumption rate is growing. 
thirty traditionally black col­
leges and universities. Since 
1969, BEEP visiting professors 
have supplemented academic 
theory with practical, applied 
know-how as utilized in the 
work world, in order to prepare 
students for embarking on 
professional careers after 
graduation. 
Participating firms and 
government agencies support 
BEEP by donating the time, 
expertise, and expenses of their 
black executives. 
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Ken Houston Roast Set 
The Athletic Department's 
Roast & Toast of Ken Houston 
is going strong, according to 
PVU Sports Publicity Director 
Joe Booker. 
"The responds to the Roast 
have been overwhelming posi­
tive!' said Booker. "We won't 
have any problems selling it 
out. The reaction from 
professional athletes has been 
great" 
The Roast will be Saturday, 
June 10, at 7 p.m. in Houston at 
the Stouffers Hotel. 
Tickets are now on sale at all 
Foley stores in Houston. 
If you are planning to attend, 
you better get your tickets now. 
S.W.A.C. Bats 
By George C. Pope 
SpoHs Editor 
Now come next year one just 
may think that we have 
vampires out on our baseball 
diamond. At the dust of the day 
there will be moans of joyful 
groans and hollering at a 
feverish peak. Ah but fret not 
PV-ites because it's only our 
baseball team. These men will 
be vigorously practicing to 
quench their thirst for a 
conference championship and 
not YOUR BLOOD. 
The season ended for our 
Panthers last week but not 
before our Hard Hats compiled 
a 21-13 record (for a young 
team, that's not bad folks). 
Although plagued with injuries 
to key members for most of the 
season, head coach John 
Tankersley's bat people had an 
outstanding year. This past 
season only marks the second 
time in The Tank's six year 
tenure that our fellas have not 
gone into post season play. 
Our standouts of this spring 
were sophomore left fielder and 
new PV record holder, Eli 
Aldridge with 36 stolen bases 
(former record held by Ron 
Stinnet); rt. fielder Winfred 
Wright batted .404, 23 hits, 18 
runs, 20 RBI; junior pitcher 
Johnny Erving, fr. pitcher 
Manny Dominguez, junior 
center fielder Kenneth Malone, 
batted .418, lead hitters with 
38, 24 runs, 2nd in stolen bases 
with 25, 17 RBI; senior catcher 
Michael Quinn, .397 average, 
23 hits, 10 runs, 15 RBI; senior 
2nd baseman Don "Cousin-of-
Jaws" Hardeman, .404 average, 
21 hits, 10 runs, 10 RBI; tuff 




What more can we say! The 
Creative Choreography Dance 
Society are the new intramural 
football champions for the 
1977-78 school year. Members 
are as follows: Eslen Ware, 
Thomas Gates, Earl Marshall, 
Bobby Leath, Harold Ealer, 
Jeffery Douglas, Rickey Fede-
rich, Obra Henry, Nathaniel 
Collins, and Donnie Cole. 
Brothers who are not present 
are Dennis Hutchison, James 
Gloston, Jerome Scott, Willie 
Jackson, and Kelvin Kelley. 






VISIT YEARBOOK OFFICE 
NOW 
Crump; freshman 2nd base­
man A1 Gomez; freshman 3rd 
baseman Kenneth Jones and 
ace pitcher Kenneth Lyles (all 
statistical information are 
compliments of stat man Mike 
Hearn). 
A 16-6 three year awaited 
whuppin of '78 S.W.A.C. 
Champion Southern U. of 
Baton Rouge, La., showed solid 
promise of our team having 
good hitters and pitchers for 
seasons to come (our infielders, 
outfielders and basemen aren't 
shabby either). So faithful 
followers as well as newcomers 
just make good use of this off 
season now because the future 
promises to keep you outta your 
seats. If the future doesn't then 
our lovely and fine BAT GIRLS 
will (Nope these are not Robin's 
or Batman's women at all). 
HEE HEE . . . well after that 
one this story must close, but 
remember to keep chewing on 
your Reggie Bars and support 
the Panthers. OH YE our team 
will be back. 
Awards Highlight Sports Banquet 
Top awards presented during 
the Annual All-Sports Banquet 
on April 25 included the Dr. I. 
T. Hunter Memorial Awards 
and the President's Academic 
Award to the senior athlete 
with the highest academic 
average for four years. 
Ken Houston, All Pro 
Safety for Washingtfon Red­
skins served as Toastmaster. 
% mm 
Dr. Frank Bannister pre­
sented major address all 
All-Sports Banquet. 
Dr. Frank Bannister 
receives appreciation award 
from Dr. Marion Henry. 
PV Blasts TSU11-0 
Perry Crenshaw pitched a 
one-hitter, and Kenneth Ma­
lone and Alphonso Gomez each 
collected three hits as Prairie 
View clubbed Texas Southern 
last week ll-O to close on its 
baseball season. 
Crenshaw breezed through 
six hitless innings before the 
Tigers' Randy Scott singled in 
the sixth. 
Malone numbered a one-run 
triple among his three hits, and 
Gomez stroked a perfect 
3-for-3, including two RBI and 
three runs for the Panthers, 
who ended their season with a 
21-13 record. 
Winners of the Hunter 
Awards for the male and 
female Athletes of the Year 
were James Cowans, junior 
defensive end from Eutau, 
Alabama and Mary Ayers, a 
track star from Cleveland. 
Ohio. 
Gustavo Batista, a senior 
tennis player from Rainbow 
City, Canal Zone was the 
winner of the President's 
Award for academic excellence. 
A computer programming 
major and Accounting minor, 
Batista has maintained a 3.40 
grade point average during his 
career. 
He has been named to both 
the NAIA All District and 
Al-Southwestern Athletic Con­
ference Tennis Teams. 
Dr. Frank Bannister, Sports 
Director of the National Black 
Radio Network, New York City, 
served as banquet speaker. 
Toastmaster for the occasion 
was Ken Houston, Washington 
Redskins All Pro Safety. 
The Banquet Committee 
included Joe Booker, chairman, 
Margaret Sherrod, co-chair-
man; Ell Roy Stevenson, 
co-chairman; Barbara Block-
man, Beverly Day, Ray Ford, 
Doublas White, Clifton Gilli-
ard. Walter Hall, Mattie 
Londow. 
Hostesses for the occasion 
were Stephanie Swain, Linda 
Joseph, Shannon Dennis, 
Sharon Stafford, Regina Hold-
en, Darla Woods, and Naomi 
Barrett. 
WOMtN BASKETBALL 
PRESENTED BY: Coach Jesse Hurst 
MOST OUTSTANDING FR.: Linda Bell 
•GOLF (1977 SWAC CHAMPIONS) 
PRESENTED BY: Coach Robert Kinney 
MOST VALUABLE: Jesse Allen 
MOST OUTSTANDING: Rex Conn 
MOST OUTSTANDING FR.; William Sacks 
MOST IMPROVED: Bart Perez 
TENNIS 
PRESENTED BY: Coach J. C. Williams 
MOST VALUABLE: Roderick Brown 
MOST DEDICATED-. Donal Cosey 
MOST IMPROVED: Lorenzo Ruiz 
WOMEN TRACK (1977 SWAC CHAMPIONS) 
PRESENTED BY: Coach Barbara Jacket 
MOST VALUABLE: Beverly Day 
MOST OUTSTANDING: Mary Ayers 
MOST OUTSTANDING FR.: Essie Kelly 
MOST IMPROVED: Shelia Pettit 
MOST OUTSTANDING: Barbara Blockman 
CROSS COUNTRY: Essie Kelly 
MEN TRACK 
PRESENTED BY: Coach Cliftor, Gilliard 
MOST VALUABLE: James Hunt 
MOST OUTSTANDING: Evans White 
MOST OUTSTANDING FR.: Johnny Myles 
CROSS COUNTRY 
MOST IMPROVED: Clifton Terrell 
BASEBALL 
PRESENTED BY: Coach John Tankersley 
MOST VALUABLE: Johnny Ervin 
MOST OUTSTANDING: Eli Aldridge 
MOST OUTSTANDING FR.: Alfonso Malone 
MOST IMPROVED.- Kenneth Malone 
MOST VERSATILE: Titus Edwards 
BASKETBALL 
PRESENTED BY: Coach Elwood Plummer 
MOST VALUABLE: Dennis Wayne 
MOST OUTSTANDING: Larry Hagan 
MOST IMPROVED: George Walker 
FOOTBALL 
PRESI DENTED BY-. Coach Hoover Wright 
MOST VALUABLE: Gary Nicholas 
MOST OUTSTANDING: Gerald Holman 
MOST OUTSTANDING FR.; Robert 
Alexander 
MOST IMPROVED OFFENSE: C. 
Weatherspoon 
MOST IMPROVED DEFENSE: M. Teague 
TALKING MACHINE 
On November 21, 1877, 
Thomas Edison announced the 
invention of what he called 
"The Talking Machine" (pho­
nograph). 
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK 
isiiiiiiiiia 
Mary Ayers 
Senior Physical Eduation Major 
From Cleveland, Ohio 
James Cowans 
Junior Defensive End 
From Eutau, Alabama 
MARY AYERS JAMES COWANS 
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